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A B S T R A C T   

Many migrants experience cultural transitions alongside a romantic partner, yet relatively few 
studies have examined the relationship context of acculturation and adjustment. The primary goal 
of the present study was to examine whether partners’ anxious and avoidant attachment – fearing 
abandonment or closeness in relationships, respectively – predicted their acculturation orienta-
tions and sociocultural, psychological, and relational adjustment. A secondary goal was to 
examine whether being romantically involved with a host national eased the process of accul-
turation. Toward this end, we collected dyadic daily diary data over a 14-day period from 146 
couples (N = 292), of whom at least one partner was a recent migrant to the UK. We found that 
when migrants were higher in avoidant attachment, they – and their partners – reported the 
poorest acculturative outcomes: lower mainstream British identification and heritage culture 
identification, and lower sociocultural, psychological, and relational adjustment. When migrants 
were higher in attachment anxiety, they reported poorer psychological, sociocultural, and rela-
tional adjustment; when their partners were higher in anxiety, migrants reported worse outcomes 
across the board. Furthermore, migrants with a British partner reported greater mainstream 
British identification and sociocultural adjustment compared to migrants without a British 
partner. A follow-up 7.5 years later found that migrants who were higher in attachment anxiety 
and did not have a British partner at Time 1 were more likely to have left the UK by Time 2. Based 
on these findings, we encourage researchers, clinicians, and policy-makers to take migrants’ 
relationship context into account to better understand their acculturation and adjustment.   

Moving to a new country can be one of life’s most stressful experiences (Berry, 2006; Safdar & Lay, 2003; Ward et al., 2021). Do 
romantic relationships amplify or mitigate this stress? On the one hand, a person’s deepest relationship insecurities might increase their 
stress: they might worry that their romantic partner doesn’t really love them and will abandon them in the new country, or they might 
fear that their romantic partner wants too much closeness and will stifle their independence post-migration. On the other hand, a 
romantic partner might ease stress: involvement with a citizen of the settlement country might help migrants to learn the new lan-
guage, customs, and norms, or a partner from their country of origin might help them to maintain their heritage culture traditions, 
comforts, and social networks. The purpose of the present study was to assess the relationship characteristics of migrants to the UK that 
facilitated their adoption of the new culture, maintenance of their old culture, and optimal adjustment to their cultural transition. 

The UK has been an immigrant-receiving country for centuries, but net immigration only exceeded net exportation in the 1990s 
(Sommerville & Walsh, 2021). Since the EU referendum in 2016, EU immigration has decreased while non-EU immigration has 
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increased (Migration Observatory, 2022). Some migrants can live and work in the UK because their romantic partner is a citizen or 
permanent resident of the UK (i.e., a host national). For example, the UK issued more than 25,000 partner visas in 2022 (Home Office, 
2022). Because people often migrate as a couple or family rather than as an individual (Rapaport et al., 2021), and romantic partners 
can be an important source of social support during times of stress (Dooley et al., 2018), or, conversely, a source of additional stress 
(Overall et al., 2022), it is important to more fully understand the ways that romantic relationships influence acculturation and 
adjustment. 

Attachment theory may help to explain romantic partners’ responses to cultural transitions. This theory is often deployed to un-
derstand a wide range of interpersonal phenomena (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2019; Sutton, 2019), including reactions to stressful situ-
ations (Pietromonaco & Overall, 2021). However, relatively less research has drawn on attachment theory to understand intergroup 
relations and social/cultural identity (e.g., Carnelley & Boag, 2019; Ferenczi & Marshall, 2013; Mikulincer & Shaver, 2001; Smith 
et al., 1999; Tropp, 2021). Even less research has used attachment theory to understand the cultural identification and adjustment of 
migrants, despite the important role attachment can play in their stress (Li et al., 2021). Insofar as insecurely-attached migrants adjust 
poorly to cultural transitions, they may experience costs at the individual level, such as a decline in mental and physical health 
(Incollingo Rodriguez et al., 2022). There may also be costs at the societal level (Rapaport et al., 2021): stressed migrants have a 
greater likelihood of returning to their country of origin (Berry et al., 1987), resulting in economic, social, and cultural costs to the 
receiving society (Wahba, 2021). 

What we do know about the links between attachment and acculturation is largely based on cross-sectional methods (Bakker et al., 
2004; Polek et al., 2008; Polek et al., 2010; Van Oudenhoven & Hofstra, 2006; Wang et al., 2022; Wang & Mallinckrodt, 2006). Because 
cross-sectional methods have limited causal inference, scholars have called for the greater use of longitudinal designs to test these links 
(Gouin & MacNeil, 2019; Sochos & Diniz, 2012), consistent with the increasing use of these designs in the wider acculturation 
literature (e.g., Geeraert et al., 2021; Lefringhausen et al., 2022). Daily diary methods, a type of intensive longitudinal design, are 
relatively uncommon in acculturation research, even though they confer the benefits of ecological validity, statistical power, mini-
mization of retrospection, and the ability to capture dynamic processes as they unfold in real time (Bolger & Laurenceau, 2013). 
Furthermore, the acculturation literature has been relatively slow to adopt dyadic approaches – i.e., collected data from two people in a 
relationship – to test the associations of both partners’ characteristics with their acculturation attitudes and adjustment (Rapaport 
et al., 2021; Marshall, 2010; Sun et al., 2022; Wang-Schweig & Miller, 2021). We sought to fill these research gaps through a dyadic 
daily diary design that allowed us to test whether day-to-day fluctuations in one partner’s attachment anxiety and/or avoidance 
contributed to variance in one’s own and one’s partner’s acculturation and adjustment, and through a follow-up approximately 7.5 
years later. This design is consistent with evidence of day-to-day variability in attachment patterns in response to relationship events 
like conflict or perceived acceptance (Dugan et al., 2023; Haak et al., 2017; Kaurin et al., 2022). We begin by reviewing theoretical 
perspectives on attachment, acculturation, and adjustment, and then outline the ways that these constructs may be connected. 

Attachment theory 

Attachment theory suggests that an infant’s interactions with a primary caregiver help to shape internal working models of self and 
other across the lifespan, influencing individual differences in affect, cognition, and behavior (Bowlby, 1973; Sutton, 2019). When 
caregivers are inconsistently available and responsive to an infant’s distress, the infant is more likely to develop an anxious attachment 
style, defined by positive models of others and a negative model of the self (Bartholomew & Horowitz, 1991). As adults, highly anxious 
individuals doubt that they are worthy of love, fear abandonment, and engage in hyperactivated proximity-seeking when an 
attachment figure is perceived as unavailable (Campbell & Marshall, 2011). Caregivers who are neither available nor responsive are 
more likely to foster avoidant attachment in their children, which, in adult relationships, manifests as reluctance to seek closeness or to 
depend on others, preferring instead to be self-reliant and emotionally distant (Debrot et al., 2021). Attachment anxiety and avoidance 
tend to be conceptualized by researchers as two independent dimensions, with the low ends of both dimensions representing 
attachment security (Fraley et al., 2000). Next, we review research that has linked attachment styles with acculturation and 
adjustment. 

Acculturation orientations and adjustment 

Acculturation refers to the process of mutual change between cultural groups resulting from sustained contact (Lefringhausen et al., 
2022; Redfield et al., 1936). For individuals, acculturation includes changes in identity, values, attitudes, and behaviors (Sam & Berry, 
2010). According to Berry, (1980) bidimensional model of acculturation, migrants must decide to what extent they wish to maintain 
their culture of birth or upbringing (heritage culture), and to what extent they wish to pursue contact and participation with the 
dominant host culture (mainstream culture). Orientations toward heritage and mainstream culture involvement comprise independent 
dimensions (Ryder et al., 2000), and are associated with related but distinct types of cross-cultural adjustment (Ward & Kennedy, 
1994). Psychological adjustment refers to a migrant’s mental health and well-being in the new cultural context (Searle & Ward, 1990), 
and is measured with indices such as satisfaction with life, frequent positive affect and infrequent negative affect, low levels of 
depression, and ability to cope with the stress of the cultural transition. Sociocultural adjustment, on the other hand, refers to a migrant’s 
acquisition of new behavioral strategies that enable everyday functioning and the ability to fit in to the new culture (i.e., cultural 
competence or culture learning), such as language ability, adaptation to local customs, and the quantity and quality of contact with 
members of the dominant group (Wilson et al., 2017). 

Relational adjustment – the quality of a migrant’s intimate relationships in the new cultural context (Kang, 2006; Orengo-Aguayo, 
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2015; Pandya, 2021) – might be considered an additional index of migrants’ adaptation. It is distinct from sociocultural adjustment 
because relationships are often with pre-migration partners from the same heritage culture (i.e., co-nationals). Due to the stress of 
migration and acculturation, romantic partners might experience poorer relational adjustment in the form of marital distress, conflict, 
and breakup (Flores et al., 2004; Santos et al., 1998). 

Heritage culture involvement tends to be more strongly associated with psychological adjustment, and mainstream culture 
involvement with sociocultural adjustment (Ward & Rana-Deuba, 1999). Greater mainstream and heritage involvement – i.e., Berry’s 
(1980) acculturation attitude of integration – tends to be associated with optimal psychological and sociocultural adjustment (Berry 
et al., 2006; Nguyen & Benet-Martínez, 2013), though other work challenges these associations (Bierwiaczonek & Kunst, 2021). Less is 
known, however, about the links between heritage and mainstream orientations with relational adjustment (Cruz et al., 2014; Sun 
et al., 2022). The current study is novel because it examines the association of attachment styles with acculturation orientations and, in 
turn, with psychological, sociocultural, and relational adjustment. 

Link between attachment styles, acculturation orientation, and adjustment 

Attachment styles predict migrants’ acculturation attitudes and adjustment more strongly than demographic variables (Polek et al., 
2008) and the Big Five personality traits (Bakker et al., 2004), yet relatively few studies have examined acculturation from an 
attachment theory perspective. Attachment relationships promote self- and emotional regulation through the major functions of 
proximity seeking, safe haven, and secure base (Simpson et al., 2021) – all of which may help to ease the stress of cultural transitions 
for new migrants. For example, migrants who engage in proximity seeking with an attachment figure who provides a safe haven may be 
better able to regulate distressed emotions; furthermore, an attachment figure may provide a secure base from which to explore the new 
cultural world (Wang & Mallinckrodt, 2006; Wang et al., 2022). Next, we elaborate on the ways these attachment functions – and when 
they go awry – explain the associations of anxiety and avoidance with cross-cultural adjustment. 

Attachment anxiety. Anxious individuals’ poor affect regulation and dysfunctional coping in the face of stress (Clear et al., 2020) 
suggests that they might adjust poorly to cross-cultural transitions. Their fear of rejection and more negative attitudes toward 
out-group members (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2001) may inhibit the seeking of social contact with members of the mainstream culture 
(Tropp, 2021) and result in poorer satisfaction with relationships in the new culture (Gouin & MacNeil, 2019). Moreover, because 
anxious individuals tend to cling to their attachment figure at the expense of exploration (Ainsworth & Bell, 1970; Green & Campbell, 
2000; Martin et al., 2010), they may be less likely to explore the new mainstream cultural environment. 

Accordingly, anxious attachment is negatively associated with mainstream culture involvement, psychological adjustment, and 
sociocultural adjustment (Bakker et al., 2004; Ferenczi & Marshall, 2016; Li et al., 2021; Polek et al., 2008; Polek et al., 2010; Van 
Oudenhoven & Hofstra, 2006; Wang et al., 2022; Wang & Mallinckrodt, 2006). Under conditions of attachment threat, highly anxious 
people tend to identify less with in-group members as they focus more energy on seeking proximity with their romantic partner (Crisp 
et al., 2009), suggesting that they may identify less with people from their heritage culture on days they are particularly worried about 
romantic rejection. Given that attachment anxiety is associated with poorer relationship quality in non-migrant couples (Joel et al., 
2020), we surmised that it would also be associated with poorer relationship adjustment in migrant couples and a greater chance of 
breakup. Based on these findings, we advanced the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 1. Attachment anxiety will be negatively associated with (a) mainstream culture identification, (b) heritage culture 
identification, (c) sociocultural adjustment, (d) psychological adjustment, (e) relational adjustment, (f) the likelihood of remaining in 
the UK, and (g) the likelihood of remaining in the relationship. 

Attachment avoidance. Avoidant individuals’ mistrust of others and aversion to intimacy may explain why avoidant migrants are 
less likely to have social contact with members of both the heritage and mainstream cultures (Polek et al., 2010) or to reach out to 
people or to organizations if they experience acculturative stress (Wang & Mallinckrodt, 2006). That avoidant individuals tend to be 
low in curiosity and lack interest and enjoyment in exploration (Aspelmeier & Kerns, 2003; Green & Campbell, 2000; Martin et al., 
2010) may also mean that avoidant migrants are less likely to explore and become involved in the new mainstream cultural 
environment. 

Accordingly, several studies have found that avoidance is negatively associated not only with mainstream and heritage culture 
orientations but also with psychological and sociocultural adjustment (Bakker et al., 2004; Ferenczi & Marshall, 2013; Polek et al., 
2008; Ponciano et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2022). Furthermore, because attachment avoidance is negatively associated with relationship 
quality in non-migrant couples (Joel et al., 2020), we expected it to also be associated with lower relational adjustment in migrant 
couples, for whom the stress of acculturation may increase relationship distress, conflict, and breakup (Flores et al., 2004; Santos et al., 
1998). Based on our review of the literature, we made the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 2. Attachment avoidance will be negatively associated with (a) mainstream culture identification, (b) heritage culture 
identification, (c) sociocultural adjustment, (d) psychological adjustment, (e) relational adjustment, (f) the likelihood of remaining in 
the UK, (g) the likelihood of remaining in the relationship. 

Influence of host national romantic partner 

In addition to testing the influence of partners’ attachment styles, we also examined whether romantic involvement with a host 
national influenced acculturation and adjustment. Despite the considerable research literature on partners who differ from each other 
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in their ethnic or cultural background, relatively few studies have directly addressed partner differences in migration (Uhlich et al., 
2022). We sought to extend this research by investigating whether intercultural couples (e.g., one partner is acculturating to the other 
partner’s heritage culture) differed from monocultural couples (e.g., both partners are acculturating to the new mainstream culture) in 
their acculturation and adjustment. 

A review of this literature revealed, first, that migrants involved in an intercultural relationship with a host national tend to be 
higher in mainstream culture adoption than migrants involved in a monocultural relationship (Lee et al., 2017). A host national partner 
may help one to learn the language, customs, and values of the new culture; this greater mainstream culture adoption and sociocultural 
adjustment, in turn, may mean they are more likely to remain in the new country over the long-term. There is little acculturation 
research that addresses the influence of intercultural relationships on migrants’ heritage culture maintenance, though we might expect 
that romantic involvement with a host national loosens a migrant’s ties to their heritage culture. However, greater mainstream culture 
adoption does not necessarily mean decreased heritage culture maintenance (Berry, 1980); indeed, it may be that romantic 
involvement with a host national may make one wish to hang on to one’s cultural heritage even more. Due to these equally plausible 
scenarios, we examined the link between intercultural relationships and heritage culture maintenance on an exploratory basis only. 
Because heritage maintenance tends to predict psychological adjustment (Ward & Rana-Deuba, 1999), we therefore examined the 
predictors of psychological adjustment on an exploratory basis too. 

Second, intercultural partners may differ in independence and interdependence, communication style, language, gender role ex-
pectations, and the experience of minority stress and discrimination – differences that have the potential to decrease relationship 
quality, yet do not (Lee et al., 2017; Uhlich et al., 2022). Instead, intercultural relationships provide an arena for self-expansion that 
can maintain relationship quality in the face of these other challenges (West et al., 2022). Nonetheless, few studies have taken a 
longitudinal, dyadic approach to understand the influence of intercultural relationships on migrants’ long-term relationship quality 
and continuance. We therefore examined these indices of relational adjustment on an exploratory basis only. Due to the lack of 
precedent in the literature, we also abstained from making hypotheses for any partner effects. In sum, we predicted the following: 

Hypothesis 3. Migrants to the UK who are involved in an intercultural relationship with a British person, relative to migrants 
involved in a monocultural relationship with a non-British person, will report (a) greater mainstream culture identification, (b) greater 
sociocultural adjustment, and (c) a higher likelihood of remaining in the UK. 

Method 

Participants 

Our sample consisted of 146 romantic couples (144 mixed-gender, 2 same-gender) who were residing in the United Kingdom. 
Similar to Sun et al.’s (2002) approach, we used the APIMPower Program (Ackerman & Kenny, 2016) to conduct a sensitivity analysis 
based on an estimated medium actor effect size (partial r = .25), a small partner effect size (partial r = .10), an average correlation 
between the actor and partner variables of r = .15 (Table 11, Supplementary File), and α = .05. These effect size estimates are 
consistent with evidence that partner effects tend to be smaller than actor effects (Joel et al., 2020). Our analysis indicated that 146 
dyads could detect a medium actor effect size with 99% power and a small partner effect size with 41% power. 

The following demographic information, collected at Time 1, revealed that male-identified participants were significantly older 
than female-identified participants (Ms = 27.47 and 25.79, SDs = 6.52 and 4.33, respectively), t(290) = 2.59, p = .010, d = .30 
(CI:.07,.53). 63% of participants had completed a Bachelor’s degree or higher, and 38% were currently enrolled in full- or part-time 
school. 22% were born or raised in the UK (referred to hereafter as host nationals); this meant that 44% of couples were intercultural 
and 56% were monocultural. Of the 78% of participants born or raised outside the UK (referred to hereafter as migrants), 47% were 
from Europe, 13% from North America, 11% from East Asia, 9% from South Asia, 7% from the Middle East, 4% from Australia or New 
Zealand, 4% from Latin America, 3% from Africa, and 2% from various other regions. Migrants had lived for an average of 33.35 
months in the UK (SD = 33.70) and rated their English language ability as good to excellent (M = 3.87, SD =.93). 

In the total sample, 40% were cohabiting with their romantic partner, 28% were exclusively dating, 21% were married, 8% were 
engaged, and 3% were non-exclusively dating or “other”. 90% did not have children. The average relationship length was 35.74 
months (SD = 30.65). Additional information about the participants is available in the supplementary file. 

Procedure 

Participants were recruited through posting advertisements at a London university and at an online classifieds website (www. 
gumtree.co.uk) for major cities in all regions of the UK. The inclusion criteria stated that participants needed to be in a romantic 
relationship that had lasted for at least two months, both partners needed to participate, and at least one partner had migrated to the 
UK within the last five years (see the Supplementary File for more details about the inclusion criteria). Interested participants con-
tacted the researchers via email; those who consented to participate, and their partners, were sent a link to the first online survey, 
which consisted of the Day 1 (cross-sectional) measures. Starting the following day, and every day for the next two weeks, partners 
were emailed a link to the daily diary measures. Each participant was paid £ 5 for completing the first questionnaire, £ 1 for completing 
each daily survey, and £ 1 bonus if they completed all 14 daily surveys. 
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Materials 

All questionnaires were presented in English. Cronbach’s alpha coefficients are reported in Table 1. Unless indicated otherwise, 
responses to the following scales were assessed with a 5-point Likert scale ranging from Strongly Disagree (1) to Strongly Agree (5). 
Attachment style, acculturation orientation, sociocultural adjustment, and relationship quality were measured with full versions on 
Day 1 and with shortened versions of previously-validated scales during the diary period (psychological adjustment was only measured 
during the diary period). Consistent with other diary studies, the diaries were kept short to encourage daily completion over the two- 
week period and to reduce participant fatigue (van Eerde & Venus, 2018). The diary items, selected for their face validity, were all 
strongly correlated with their cross-sectional counterparts (all rs > .42, all ps < .001). We reported both the cross-sectional and the 
diary findings to more fully capture the influence of stable, trait-like individual differences in attachment (Day 1) and the dynamic 
responses of the attachment system to daily social interactions (Days 2–15), consistent with research demonstrating that there is 
considerable attachment variability in day-to-day life (Kaurin et al., 2022). Several additional measures beyond the scope of this study 
were also included in the Day 1 survey and daily diary. Materials, anonymized data, and analysis scripts are available here: https://osf. 
io/mzf5n/?view_only= 6a838cf396a148f3ae06ab5e7cdd8654. 

Cross-sectional measures (Day 1) 

Attachment style. The 36-item Experiences in Close Relationships – Revised Questionnaire (ECR-R; Fraley et al., 2000) measures 
attachment anxiety (e.g., “I’m afraid that I will lose my partner’s love”) and avoidance (e.g., “I prefer not to be too close to romantic 
partners) with 18 items each. 

Acculturation orientation. The Vancouver Index of Acculturation (VIA; Ryder et al., 2000) consists of 10 items that measure 
mainstream culture orientation (e.g., “I often participate in mainstream British cultural traditions”) and 10 that measure heritage 
culture orientation (e.g., “It is important for me to maintain or develop the practices of my heritage culture”). 

Sociocultural adjustment. The 41-item Sociocultural Adaptation Scale (SCAS; Ward & Kennedy, 1999) measures the cognitive 
and behavioral adjustment of migrants to a host culture. Using a 5-point Likert scale (1 = No difficulty, 5 = Extreme difficulty), par-
ticipants rated the difficulty of their adjustment on items such as “Seeing things from the locals’ point of view” and “Making friends”. 
Ratings were reverse-scored so that higher scores indicated greater sociocultural adjustment. 

Relational adjustment. The 18-item Perceived Relationship Quality Components Inventory (PRQC; Fletcher et al., 2000) assesses 
how much intimacy, commitment, trust, satisfaction, passion, and love participants experience in their relationship. Items were rated 
on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = None and 5 = A great deal), with higher scores indicating greater relational adjustment. 

Cultural distance. Because we sampled a wide variety of acculturating groups, we controlled for perceived cultural distance with 
the UK in our analyses to ensure that effects were driven by attachment style or partner characteristics rather than cultural distance. A 
14-item version of the Perceived Cultural Distance Scale (Ait Ouarasse & van de Vijver, 2004) asks participants to estimate how 
different their host culture is to their home culture on a number of characteristics (e.g., climate, religion, language). Items are rated on 
a 7-point Likert scale (1 = Very different, 7 = Very similar) that we then reverse-scored so that higher scores indicated greater cultural 
distance. 

Demographic questions: Participants indicated their gender, age, country of birth, length of residence in the UK, current city of 
residence, English language ability (1 = Poor, 2 = Fair, 3 = Good, 4 = Excellent, 5 = First language), relationship status, length of 
relationship, and other demographic questions not analyzed here. 

Table 1 
Correlations, descriptive statistics, and Cronbach’s alpha coefficients for the cross-sectional (T1) and follow-up (T2) variables. Anxiety, avoidance, 
relationship quality, left UK, and breakup are reported for the total sample; cultural distance, mainstream, heritage, and sociocultural are reported for 
migrants only.   

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

1. Cultural distance (T1) 1.00           
2. Time in UK (T1) 0.10 1.00          
3. British partner (T1) -0.06 0.04 1.00         
4. Anxiety (T1) .17 * -0.03 0.06 1.00        
5. Avoidance (T1) 0.11 -0.01 0.01 .36 * * 1.00       
6. Mainstream (T1) -.46 * * 0.11 .39 * * -0.09 -0.11 1.00      
7. Heritage (T1) -.17 * * 0.11 .20 * * -0.04 -.22 * * .36 * * 1.00     
8. Sociocultural (T1) -.36 * * 0.08 .19 * * -.18 * * -0.11 .49 * * -0.04 1.00    
9. Relationship quality (T1) -.22 * * 0.01 0.03 -.39 * * -.60 * * .27 * * .30 * * 0.10 1.00   
10. Left UK (T2) -.26 * -0.19 -0.20 0.11 0.03 0.03 0.18 -0.07 0.06 1.00  
11. Breakup (T2) 0.17 -0.17 -0.07 .19 * 0.15 0.00 -0.09 -0.08 -0.15 0.02 1.00 
Mean 4.84 40.11 - 2.37 2.00 3.56 3.79 3.97 4.33 - - 
SD 1.21 51.49 - 0.71 0.60 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.59 - - 
α .92 - - .88 .89 .87 .86 .93 .89 - - 

Note. * p < .05. * * p < .01. British partner: 1 = Born in UK, − 1 = Not born in UK. Left UK: 1 = Left, 0 = Stayed. Breakup: 1 = Broke up, 0 = Together. 
Time in UK is in months. 
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Daily diary measures (Days 2-15) 

Attachment style. To reduce participant burden, we selected two items based on face validity from the ECR-R (Fraley et al., 2000). 
One item measured daily attachment anxiety (“Today, how much did you worry that your partner might leave you?”) and one 
measured attachment avoidance (“Today, how much did you feel comfortable depending on your partner?” – reversed). These items 
were rated on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = Not at all, 5 = A great deal) so that higher scores indicated greater anxiety or avoidance. 

Acculturation orientation. Eight items were selected from the VIA (Ryder et al., 2000) based on face validity. Four items were 
modified to measure daily involvement with mainstream British culture and four parallel items measured heritage culture involvement 
(e.g., “Today, how much did you behave in ways that are typical of mainstream British culture/your heritage culture?”). Given that 
language proficiency – a behavioral index of acculturation – predicts psychological adjustment (Kang, 2006), we added the following 
two items: “Today, how much did you speak English/your native language?” Finally, we included two items that more directly 
measured cultural identification and the affective component of acculturation (“Today, how much did you feel like a member of 
mainstream British culture/your heritage culture?”). We averaged the respective items together to create separate scales measuring 
daily mainstream and heritage involvement. 

Sociocultural adjustment. Eight representative items from the SCAS (Ward & Kennedy, 1999) were selected for the diary based on 
face validity. Participants were instructed to rate how much difficulty they experienced that day in several domains (e.g., seeing things 
from a British point of view, communicating with British people) based on the same rating scale used on Day 1. 

Psychological adjustment. Psychological adjustment was operationalized as high daily subjective well-being and the absence of 
mental ill-health. Subjective well-being was assessed with the 5-item Satisfaction with Life Scale (SWLS; Diener et al., 1985; example 
item: “I am satisfied with my life”) and the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS; Watson et al., 1988), which consists of 10 
items that measure positive affect (e.g., excited) and 10 items that measure negative affect (e.g., upset). The latter items were rated on a 
5-point Likert scale (1 = Not at all, 5 = A great deal). Four items were modified from the Depression Anxiety Stress Scale (Lovibond & 
Lovibond, 1995) to measure depression (e.g., “Today I felt sad”) and anxiety (e.g., “Today I found it difficult to relax”). Because these 
scales were sufficiently correlated, we combined them into a single composite measure of psychological adjustment by standardizing 
each scale and then subtracting the sum of negative affect, anxiety, and depression from the sum of satisfaction with life and positive 
affect for every participant each day. Similar procedures have been used in other studies to create compositive measures of well-being 
(e.g., Reis et al., 2000). Higher scores on this composite variable represented greater daily psychological adjustment. 

Relational adjustment. Daily relationship quality was measured with the mean of six representative items from the PRQC 
(Fletcher et al., 2000), each tapping one of the six relationship components. Items were adapted to ask about relationship quality that 
day and used the same rating scale as the one used on Day 1. 

Results 

Data analysis plan 

Analyses were based on the Actor-Partner Interdependence Model (APIM; Kashy & Kenny, 2000). Actor effects refer to the asso-
ciation of the actor’s independent variables with his or her own dependent variables, whereas partner effects refer to the association of 
the partner’s independent variables with the actor’s dependent variables. We used mixed modeling in SPSS version 26 with random 
intercepts to conduct the cross-sectional analyses. These were based on a two-level data structure, with person-level Day 1 data nested 
within the dyad. The predictors entered in the first block included actor’s cultural distance, length of time living in the UK, having a 
British partner (1 = British, − 1 = non-British, reflecting intercultural and monocultural dyads, respectively), and actor’s and partner’s 
anxious and avoidant attachment; the predictors entered in the second block were actor’s mainstream and heritage identification, and 
their interaction.1 

Next, we used mixed modeling to conduct the daily diary analyses. We tested a two-level cross model with random intercepts 
because both partners completed the diaries on the same days – person was nested within dyad, and person was crossed with days 
(Kenny et al., 2020). Based on the recommendations of Bolger and Laurenceau (2013), anxiety and avoidance were partitioned into 
within-person and between-person components. The within-person components were person mean-centered, such that an increase in 
daily anxiety or avoidance relative to one’s own 14-day mean would be associated with changes in the dependent variable; the 
between-person component was each person’s mean anxiety or avoidance aggregated over the 14-day diary period. Because dyads 
were indistinguishable, we used a two-intercept approach where partners were arbitrarily assigned to be Partner 1 or Partner 2 (Kenny 
et al., 2020). The daily diary models also consisted of time (i.e., a variable representing days 1–14 to control for the linear effects of 
time, as recommended by Bolger & Laurenceau, 2013), actor’s cultural distance and length of time lived in the UK (both grand-mean 
centered), having a British partner, and the within- and between-person effects of actor’s and partner’s anxiety and avoidance. For 
intercultural couples, only the migrant actor’s data was included for cultural distance, length of time lived in the UK, partner’s 

1 See the Supplementary File for analyses that included: (1) age, relationship length, type of relationship, and gender as covariates (Tables 6 and 
7); (2) the monocultural dyads only (N = 81) to test the partner effects for mainstream and heritage identification, and their interaction (Tables 8 
and 9); (3) the separate correlations for Person 1 (99% male) and Person 2 (100% female) for the cross-sectional and daily diary data (Tables 10 and 
12, respectively); and (4) the inter-partner correlations for Person 1 and Person 2′s Time 1 cross-sectional and daily diary data (Tables 11 and 13, 
respectively). 
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nationality, and the dependent variables. Nonetheless, the British partner’s anxiety and avoidance were included as predictors for 
migrant actors. 

Cross-sectional results 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations are reported in Table 1, and the cross-sectional multilevel modeling results are re-
ported in Table 2. Against Hypothesis 1, actor’s anxiety was not significantly associated with any of the actor’s dependent variables; 
however, partner’s anxiety was negatively associated with actor’s mainstream culture identification. Supporting Hypotheses 2b and 2e, 
actor’s avoidance was negatively associated with actor’s heritage culture identification and relational adjustment, respectively; 
partner’s avoidance was also negatively associated with actor’s relational adjustment. None of the attachment variables significantly 
predicted sociocultural adjustment. Having a British partner was positively associated with actor’s mainstream identification and 
sociocultural adjustment (supporting Hypotheses 3a and 3b, respectively) and with heritage identification. 

In the second block, actor’s mainstream identification was positively associated with actor’s sociocultural and relational adjust-
ment; meanwhile, actor’s heritage identification was negatively associated with actor’s sociocultural adjustment but positively asso-
ciated with relational adjustment. Furthermore, the interaction of actor’s mainstream and heritage identification was a significant 
predictor of actor’s sociocultural adjustment but not actor’s relational adjustment. Analysis of the simple slopes revealed that actor’s 
mainstream identification was associated with higher sociocultural adjustment when actor’s heritage identification was high (1 SD 
above the mean) (B =.95, SE =.21, p < .001), but not when actor’s heritage identification was low (1 SD below the mean) (B = − .03, SE 
=.15, p = .849). Thus, actors who were higher in both mainstream and heritage identification reported greater sociocultural 
adjustment, consistent with the integration hypothesis. 

Indirect Effects. The results reported in Table 2 suggested several potential indirect effects by which the attachment variables 
might influence adjustment through mainstream and heritage orientations. To test the indirect effects, we used the Monte Carlo 
Method for Assessing Mediation (MCMAM; Selig & Preacher, 2008) with 20,000 resamples. This method estimated a 95% confidence 
interval for the indirect effects, which were significant if they did not include zero. The predictors in these models were the same as 
those in Table 2. These results revealed, first, that partner’s anxiety was associated with actor’s lower mainstream identification, and in 
turn, with actor’s lower sociocultural adjustment [indirect effect: 95% CI (− .112, − .007)]. Second, actor’s avoidance was associated 
with actor’s lower heritage identification, and in turn, with actor’s lower relational adjustment [indirect effect: 95% CI (− .064, 
− .004)]. Next, we next found that having a British partner was associated with actor’s greater mainstream identification, and in turn, 
with greater sociocultural adjustment [indirect effect: 95% CI (.080,.172)]. Having a British partner was also associated with actor’s 
greater heritage identification, and in turn, with actor’s lower sociocultural adjustment [indirect effect: 95% CI (− .072, − .003)]. 

Daily Diary Results 

Means, standard deviations, Cronbach’s alphas, and correlations for the diary variables (averaged across days and individuals) are 
reported in Table 3, and results of the multilevel analyses are reported in Table 4. These analyses revealed that on days when actors and 
partners were higher in anxiety (i.e., within-person), actors reported lower psychological and relational adjustment (supporting 
Hypotheses 1d and 1e). On days when partners were higher in anxiety, actors were lower in heritage identification and in sociocul-
tural, psychological, and relational adjustment. Actors who were higher in anxiety aggregated across the diary period (i.e., actor’s 
between-person anxiety) were significantly higher in heritage identification (against Hypothesis 1b), and lower in sociocultural and 
psychological adjustment (supporting Hypotheses 1c and 1d). On days when actors were higher in avoidance, they were lower on all 
five dependent variables, supporting Hypothesis 2; on days when partners were higher in avoidance, actors reported lower heritage 
identification and psychological and relationship adjustment. Actors who were higher in avoidance aggregated across the diary period 

Table 2 
Unstandardized regression coefficients for the predictors of actor’s mainstream and heritage identification, and sociocultural and relationship 
adjustment, for the cross-sectional data (Day 1).   

Mainstream Identification Heritage Identification Sociocultural Adjustment Relational Adjustment 

Step 1 b SE p b SE p b SE p b SE p 
Person1 intercept 3.72 0.06 < .001 3.90 0.08 < .001 4.05 0.07 < .001 4.31 0.05 < .001 
Person2 intercept 3.69 0.05 < .001 3.86 0.06 < .001 4.04 0.06 < .001 4.33 0.04 < .001 
Actor’s cultural distance -0.25 0.03 < .001 -0.10 0.04 0.014 -0.16 0.04 < .001 -0.06 0.03 0.026 
Actor’s time in UK 0.02 0.01 0.071 0.02 0.02 0.138 0.02 0.01 0.116 0.00 0.01 0.820 
Actor has British partner 0.28 0.05 < .001 0.12 0.06 0.031 0.14 0.06 0.012 0.03 0.04 0.439 
Actor’s anxiety -0.04 0.06 0.469 0.04 0.07 0.571 -0.13 0.07 0.062 -0.09 0.05 0.058 
Partner’s anxiety -0.13 0.06 0.027 -0.06 0.07 0.385 -0.06 0.07 0.415 0.00 0.05 0.957 
Actor’s avoidance -0.08 0.07 0.222 -0.28 0.08 0.001 -0.04 0.08 0.579 -0.53 0.06 < .001 
Partner’s avoidance 0.12 0.07 0.082 0.10 0.08 0.238 0.06 0.08 0.468 -0.11 0.05 0.043 
Step 2             
Actor’s mainstream       0.41 0.08 < .001 0.13 0.06 0.023 
Actor’s heritage       -0.25 0.06 < .001 0.10 0.05 0.027 
Actor’s main. × heritage       0.26 0.08 0.002 -0.09 0.06 0.136 

Note. British partner: 1 = Born in UK, − 1 = Not born in UK. 
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(i.e., actor’s between-person avoidance) were significantly lower in heritage identification and in sociocultural, psychological, and 
relational adjustment (supporting Hypotheses 2b, 2c, 2d, and 2e). When partners were higher in avoidance aggregated across the diary 
period (i.e., partner’s between-person avoidance), actors reported lower mainstream identification and relational adjustment. 
Furthermore, having a British partner was positively associated with actor’s mainstream identification and with sociocultural 
adjustment, supporting Hypotheses 3a and 3b. 

Indirect effects. We next explored the indirect effects of actor’s and partner’s anxiety and avoidance on actor’s adjustment through 
actor’s mainstream and heritage identification. Because this would entail testing many indirect effects, increasing the likelihood of 
Type I errors, we limited the testing of indirect effects to within-person anxiety and avoidance only; the between-person indirect effects 
were largely captured by the person-level indirect effects tested in the cross-sectional data. Because actor’s mainstream and heritage 
involvement significantly predicted actor’s psychological and relational adjustment but not sociocultural adjustment (Table 4, Step 2), 
we did not test any indirect effects of the attachment variables on sociocultural adjustment. The following tests included the same 
predictor variables as those reported in Table 3. 

We found, first, that partner’s within-person anxiety was associated with actor’s lower heritage identification, and in turn, with 
actor’s lower psychological adjustment (indirect effect: 95% CI [− .019, − .0001]). Second, actor’s within-person avoidance was 
associated with actor’s lower mainstream identification, and in turn, with actor’s lower psychological adjustment (indirect effect: 95% 
CI [− .031, − .007]) and lower relational adjustment (indirect effect: 95% CI [− .007, − .001]). Third, actor’s within-person avoidance 
was negatively associated with actor’s heritage identification, and in turn, with actor’s lower psychological adjustment (indirect effect: 
95% CI [− .019, − .002]) and lower relational adjustment (indirect effect: 95% CI [− .004, − .0002]). Fourth, partner’s within-person 
avoidance was associated with actor’s lower heritage identification, and in turn, with actor’s lower psychological adjustment (indi-
rect effect: 95% CI [− .025, − .007]) and lower relational adjustment (indirect effect: 95% CI [− .005, − .0004]). The indirect effects of 
having a British partner on actor’s sociocultural adjustment through actor’s mainstream or heritage identification were not significant 
in the daily diary data, only in the cross-sectional data. 

Follow-up study: time 2 

Participants 

Participants were emailed for the follow-up study an average of 7 years and 5 months after they completed Part 1. The considerable 
interval between Times 1 and 2 allowed us to capture long-term changes in participants’ lives – whether they were no longer living in 
the UK and/or involved with the same partner. This time frame also reflected our resource constraints in terms of time and personnel. 
The email at Time 2 included the original name of the study, indicated that the purpose was to assess how many of the participants 
were still living in the UK with the same partners, stated the initials of the partner from Time 1, and invited participants to enter a draw 
to win an Amazon voucher worth £ 30 for completing the follow-up survey. 95 participants consented to complete the follow-up study 
(33% of Time 1 sample). If only one partner completed the follow-up survey, we imputed the other partner’s romantic involvement 
based on the one response (i.e., still involved or ended relationship). 

Bonferroni-corrected t-tests found that, relative to those who did not respond to the follow-up, those who responded to the follow- 
up significantly differed on three Time 1 variables: they were lower in cultural distance [Ms = 5.01 and 4.49, SDs = 1.24 and SD =
1.11, respectively; t(214) = 3.03, p = .003], higher in English language ability [Ms = 3.97 and 4.35, SDs = .97 and.82, respectively; t 
(277) = 3.19, p = .002], and were more likely to have had a British partner at Time 1 (18% vs 34%, respectively), χ2(1) = 9.13, p =
.003. However, they did not significantly differ in attachment orientation, cultural identification, sociocultural adjustment, or rela-
tionship adjustment. 

Table 3 
Correlations, descriptive statistics, and Cronbach’s alpha coefficients for diary (T1) variables. Values for the daily diary variables were aggregated 
across the diary period (i.e., between-person).   

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1. Cultural distance (T1) 1.00          
2. Time in UK (T1) .10 * * 1.00         
3. British partner (T1) -.05 * * .09 * * 1.00        
4. Anxiety (T1) .13 * * -.05 * -.03 * 1.00       
5. Avoidance (T1) .25 * * -.06 * * -0.03 .31 * * 1.00      
6. Mainstream (T1) -.32 * * .30 * * .40 * * -0.02 -.13 * * 1.00     
7. Heritage (T1) -.21 * * .07 * * .10 * * .11 * * -.20 * * .23 * * 1.00    
8. Sociocultural (T1) -.23 * * .14 * * .12 * * -.34 * * -.23 * * .28 * * -0.01 1.00   
9. Psychological (T1) -.17 * * 0.00 .07 * * -.39 * * -.43 * * .16 * * .05 * .45 * * 1.00  
10. Relationship (T1) -.28 * * .06 * * .05 * * -.36 * * -.71 * * .18 * * .17 * * .19 * * .51 * * 1.00 
Mean 4.84 - - 1.65 2.15 2.89 2.70 4.33 -.02 3.84 
SD 1.21 - - .77 .89 .75 .76 .57 1.88 .71 
α .92 - - - - .80 .81 .82 .73 .92 

Note. * p < .05. * * p < .01. British partner: 1 = Born in UK, − 1 = Not born in UK. 
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Table 4 – 
Unstandardized regression coefficients for the predictors of actor’s mainstream and heritage identification, and sociocultural psychological, and relational adjustment for the daily diary data.   

Mainstream Identification Heritage Identification Sociocultural Adjustment Psychological Adjustment Relational Adjustment 

Step 1 b SE p b SE p b SE p b SE p b SE p 
Person1 intercept 3.13 0.06 < .001 2.77 0.08 < .001 4.36 0.06 < .001 0.32 0.17 0.057 3.80 0.05 < .001 
Person2 intercept 3.04 0.06 < .001 2.70 0.07 < .001 4.31 0.05 < .001 0.02 0.15 0.885 3.92 0.05 < .001 
Time -0.02 0.00 < .001 -0.01 0.00 0.124 0.01 0.00 < .001 0.03 0.01 < .001 0.00 0.00 0.396 
Actor’s cultural distance -0.19 0.03 < .001 -0.13 0.04 0.004 -0.06 0.03 0.037 0.01 0.09 0.954 -0.05 0.03 0.111 
Actor’s time in UK 0.05 0.01 < .001 0.01 0.02 0.433 0.02 0.01 0.039 0.00 0.03 0.915 0.00 0.01 0.851 
Actor has British partner 0.26 0.05 < .001 0.04 0.06 0.489 0.10 0.05 0.026 0.12 0.13 0.349 0.01 0.04 0.874 
Actor: within anxiety -0.02 0.02 0.182 -0.01 0.02 0.495 -0.02 0.01 0.063 -0.34 0.04 < .001 -0.08 0.02 < .001 
Actor: between anxiety 0.05 0.06 0.327 0.23 0.07 0.001 -0.25 0.05 < .001 -0.72 0.15 < .001 -0.07 0.05 0.162 
Partner: within anxiety -0.01 0.02 0.622 -0.03 0.02 0.045 -0.03 0.01 0.009 -0.13 0.04 0.002 -0.05 0.02 < .001 
Partner: between anxiety 0.04 0.06 0.514 0.02 0.07 0.821 0.02 0.05 0.673 -0.14 0.15 0.341 -0.06 0.05 0.217 
Actor: within avoidance -0.04 0.01 0.002 -0.04 0.02 0.015 -0.03 0.01 0.001 -0.50 0.04 < .001 -0.36 0.01 < .001 
Actor: between avoidance -0.03 0.05 0.533 -0.21 0.06 < .001 -0.10 0.04 0.029 -0.74 0.13 < .001 -0.46 0.04 < .001 
Partner: within avoidance -0.01 0.02 0.700 -0.06 0.02 < .001 0.01 0.01 0.270 -0.24 0.04 < .001 -0.12 0.02 < .001 
Partner: between avoidance -0.11 0.05 0.020 -0.02 0.06 0.713 0.02 0.04 0.704 -0.09 0.13 0.481 -0.15 0.04 < .001 
Step 2                
Actor’s mainstream       0.02 0.01 0.139 0.42 0.05 < .001 0.09 0.02 < .001 
Actor’s heritage       -0.01 0.01 0.623 0.28 0.05 < .001 0.04 0.02 0.014 
Actor’s main. × heritage       0.00 0.01 0.842 -0.06 0.04 .155 0.00 0.02 0.898 

Note. British partner: 1 = Born in UK, − 1 = Not born in UK. 
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Materials and procedure 

Participants were asked if they were still romantically involved with the Time 1 partner whose initials were included in the 
invitation email (0 = still involved, 1 = broken up). Participants also indicated if they currently lived in the UK or elsewhere (0 = lived 
in UK, 1 = left UK). Additional information is in the supplementary file. 

Results 

Of the participants who completed the follow-up study, 59% were still living in the UK and 41% were living elsewhere. Of the 
participants still living in the UK, 70% were not born in the UK (i.e., they were migrants) and 30% were born in the UK or moved to the 
UK as a child and identified their heritage culture as British (i.e., they were non-migrants). 58% indicated that they were still 
romantically involved with the same partner from Time 1. 

We next conducted logistic regression models that included all of the Time 1 cross-sectional variables as predictors of having left the 
UK and of breaking up with one’s partner by Time 2 (see Table 5). Confirming H1f and H3c, participants who were higher in 
attachment anxiety and did not have a British partner at Time 1 were significantly more likely to have left the UK by Time 2. There was 
no support for H1g and H2g, as neither anxiety nor avoidance predicted the likelihood of breakup; unexpectedly, participants who 
were higher in cultural distance at Time 1 were more likely to have experienced a breakup with their partner by Time 2. 

General discussion 

Taken together, these results suggest that romantic relationship characteristics significantly influenced migrants’ acculturation and 
adjustment to life in the UK. Notably, migrants who were lower in attachment anxiety and avoidance and who had a British partner 
reported significantly greater adjustment to their cultural transition. As such, we encourage acculturation researchers to take migrants’ 
relationship context into account more often. Below, we describe our findings in more detail and discuss the theoretical and practical 
implications of these findings. 

Anxiety. Inconsistent with H1a and with past findings that highly anxious individuals limit their involvement in a new mainstream 
culture (Polek et al., 2008, 2010), we did not find that actor’s anxiety was significantly associated with mainstream culture identi-
fication in either the cross-sectional or daily diary data. However, the cross-sectional data did reveal that when partners were higher in 
anxiety, actors were lower in mainstream culture identification. Thus, highly-anxious migrants may potentially inhibit their partner’s 
identification with and involvement in a new culture. Moreover, the daily diary data additionally found that on days that partners were 
higher in anxiety than usual, actors reported lower heritage identification and sociocultural, psychological, and relational adjustment. 
Because highly anxious individuals tend to be jealous, controlling, and clingy (Sharpsteen & Kirkpatrick, 1997), they may try to 
monopolize their partner’s time or prevent them from meeting perceived rivals from the mainstream culture. In turn, the partners of 
highly anxious individuals may have fewer opportunities to cultivate their own behavioral repertoire (e.g., language ability) or make 
friends in the new culture, potentially inhibiting their own sociocultural and psychological adaptation. Supporting this explanation, 
the mediational analyses revealed that partner’s anxiety was associated with actor’s lower mainstream culture involvement and, in 
turn, with actor’s lower psychological adjustment. 

The cross-sectional results did not find that actor’s or partner’s anxiety were associated with actor’s lower heritage culture 
identification, against H1b. However, other researchers have also failed to find an association between anxious attachment and 
heritage culture orientation (Polek et al., 2010; Yin et al., 2021). Unexpectedly, the diary results revealed that actors who were higher 
in anxiety across the diary period than others (i.e., between-person effect) were greater in heritage identification.2 It may be that 
anxious individuals’ need for reassurance coupled with a desire to stay within their comfort zone translates into a stronger identifi-
cation with their heritage culture (Polek et al., 2008; Van Oudenhoven & Hofstra, 2006). Or perhaps when things go awry in one’s 
romantic relationship, highly anxious migrants begin to yearn for their home culture. Being chronically worried that a romantic 
partner might leave them, especially in a foreign country, may motivate migrants to seek proximity with other attachment figures from 
the heritage culture. 

Consistent with H1d and H1e, the daily diary data revealed that on days that actors were higher in anxiety than usual, they were 
lower in psychological and relational adjustment. Moreover, actors who were higher in anxiety across the diary period (e.g., between- 
person) were lower in sociocultural and psychological adjustment, consistent with H1c and H1d. Overall, our results suggest that 
anxious individuals may not only experience lower adjustment, but they may also inhibit their partner’s adjustment. This poor 
adjustment may accumulate over time and weaken ties to the mainstream culture. Indeed, we found that migrants who were higher in 
attachment anxiety at Time 1 were less likely to have remained in the UK by Time 2. Insofar as they felt marginalized by British culture, 
they may have felt little sense of attachment to it or obligation to remain (Wray-Lake et al., 2008). 

Avoidance. Consistent with H2b and with the findings of others (Bakker et al., 2004; Polek et al., 2008, 2010; Qu & Li, 2013; Wang 
& Mallinckrodt, 2006), we found that highly avoidant actors identified less strongly with their heritage culture, both in the 
cross-sectional data and aggregated over the diary period (between-person). The diary data also showed that on days actors were 

2 The difference between the cross-sectional and diary results might be attributed to (1) the greater statistical power in the diary analysis than in 
the cross-sectional analysis, and/or (2) the diary item measuring actor’s anxiety (“Today, how much did you worry that your partner might leave 
you?”) might be more strongly associated with heritage culture identification than the 18-item cross-sectional measure of anxiety. 
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higher than average in avoidance, they were lower in heritage identification. Meanwhile, on days that partners reported higher 
avoidance than average, actors also reported lower heritage culture identification, and in turn, lower psychological and relational 
adjustment. For monocultural couples, partners may represent their most proximal connection with their heritage culture; when one 
partner is more avoidant, the other partner may feel less connected with their heritage culture, which can undermine not only rela-
tionship quality but also psychological adjustment. Moreover, the cross-sectional data suggested that highly-avoidant actors were 
lower in relational adjustment at least in part because of their lower heritage culture identification. Weaker heritage identification may 
weaken relational adjustment insofar as partners lose touch with some of the values, attitudes, and beliefs of their home culture that 
strengthen relationships, such as an emphasis on commitment (Marshall, 2010). 

Our diary data lent further insights: on days that actors were higher in avoidance than usual, they were also lower in mainstream 
identification and in all three indices of adjustment. When partners were higher on average in avoidance aggregated across the diary 
period (between-person), actors also reported lower mainstream identification – consistent with Ferenczi and Marshall (2016) – and 
relational adjustment. Avoidant individuals’ mistrust of others and their desire to limit intimacy may lead them to maintain distance 
with out-group members (i.e., people from British mainstream culture), consistent with H2a. Furthermore, on days that partners were 
higher in avoidance than usual, actors were also lower in psychological and relational adjustment. Given the stress of acculturation, a 
partner’s avoidance – i.e., of closeness, comfort, and dependency – may exacerbate the other partner’s distress, destabilize their mood, 
and increase unhappiness with the relationship. Replicating the findings of research with non-migrant samples (Joel et al., 2020), both 
attachment anxiety and avoidance appeared to be toxic for migrants’ relationship quality. Feeing uncared for by an avoidant partner 
may especially undermine relationship quality in the midst of a cultural transition: one may look to a romantic partner as a safe haven 
and feel dissatisfied if the partner is unsupportive. 

Another interpretation of the results is that when avoidance was low, mainstream culture involvement was high, and in turn, so was 
relational adjustment. Thus, migration does not inevitably impair relational quality. To the contrary, migrants’ mainstream culture 
involvement might be considered a type of self-expansion: sharing novel experiences together – such as exploring a new culture – can 
increase passion, intimacy, and relationship satisfaction (Muise et al., 2019), especially when partners are low in anxiety and 
avoidance (Aron & Aron, 2006). 

Influence of British partner. Migrants who had a British partner, compared to those without a British partner, reported greater 
mainstream culture involvement and sociocultural adjustment (cross-sectional and diary data) and greater maintenance of their 
heritage culture (cross-sectional data only). The mediational analysis of the cross-sectional data suggested that British partners may 
have encouraged migrants’ greater involvement in the mainstream culture, thus driving their sociocultural adjustment up, but British 
partners may also have heightened migrants’ desire to maintain their heritage culture, thus driving their sociocultural adjustment back 
down. Thus, while having a partner from the host culture might benefit migrants’ sociocultural adjustment, it might also heighten the 
fear of complete assimilation and motivate migrants to maintain their heritage culture. 

Nonetheless, having a British partner was not associated with migrants’ psychological adjustment or romantic relationship quality 
at Time 1, nor with their likelihood of breaking up by Time 2. The latter results are consistent with Uhlich et al.’s (2022) finding that 
intercultural couples do not report lower relationship quality than monocultural couples. Furthermore, the follow-up data revealed 
that migrants involved with a British partner at Time 1 were less likely to have left the UK by Time 2 than were migrants not involved 
with a British partner. This suggests that having a British partner might have moored migrants to the UK: the partner’s family, friends, 
job, and cultural familiarity might make them want to stay. Even if the couple had broken up between Time 1 and 2, that migrants who 
originally had a British partner also reported greater mainstream identification and sociocultural adjustment at Time 1 might mean 
that they were well-prepared for long-term living in the UK. Indeed, a sense of social connection and belongingness predicts migrants’ 
willingness to stay in the new culture (Kilpatrick et al., 2011). 

Limitations and future directions 

Notwithstanding the strengths of this study, there were several limitations. First, the research design was correlational in nature, 
therefore limiting causal inference. Second, our samples were predominantly European: insofar as they were lower in cultural distance 

Table 5 
Logistic regression analyses for the follow-up study.  

Time 1 variable Left UK – Time 2 Breakup – Time 2  

b SE p b SE p 

Intercept -4.81 6.07 0.428 -1.68 4.11 0.683 
Cultural distance -0.54 0.33 0.099 0.44 0.22 0.046 
Length in UK -0.02 0.01 0.145 -0.01 0.01 0.068 
British partner -1.85 0.76 0.014 -0.60 0.53 0.258 
Anxiety 1.17 0.54 0.031 0.45 0.35 0.198 
Avoidance 0.53 0.63 0.403 0.11 0.46 0.811 
Mainstream 0.14 0.60 0.821 0.76 0.47 0.109 
Heritage 0.99 0.56 0.077 0.01 0.39 0.986 
Sociocultural -0.30 0.55 0.586 -0.15 0.45 0.734 
Relational quality 0.41 0.71 0.568 -0.77 0.56 0.164 

Note. British partner: 1 = Born in UK, − 1 = Not born in UK. 
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than non-European migrants, they may have experienced greater mainstream identification and sociocultural adjustment, perhaps 
owing to greater proficiency with English or to facing less discrimination. Sampling a larger number of non-Western migrant couples 
would allow for a stronger test of the generalizability of the present findings. Moreover, most participants were living in the greater 
London area, which has greater cultural diversity compared to other regions of the UK. Sampling a greater number of migrant couples 
who live in parts of Britain that are less diverse may reveal a different pattern of associations than those found here. Additionally, we 
were remiss not to include a measure of psychological adjustment on Day 1 at Time 1; as such, we did not assess whether psychological 
adjustment at Time 1 predicted the likelihood of leaving the UK or breaking up by Time 2. 

To further expand this line of research, future studies might examine the mechanisms by which anxiety and avoidance influence 
acculturation orientations. We suggested several mechanisms – e.g., mistrust of others, fear of rejection or intimacy, dysfunctional 
coping, poor affect regulation, negative attitudes towards out-group members, and inhibited exploration – but these should be sys-
tematically tested. For example, it could be that anxious individuals curtail their partner’s involvement in the mainstream culture 
because of fear of rejection, whereas avoidant individuals are less involved in their heritage culture because they do not easily trust 
others or form intimate bonds. Further research may also examine a partner’s influence in different domains of acculturation (e.g., 
private vs public) and in different components of acculturation (e.g., behavioural, affective, or attitudinal components). For example, it 
could be that a highly anxious person inhibits their partner’s behavioral exploration of a new culture in public spaces but has less 
influence on their partner’s attitude towards members of the new culture in private settings. 

Implications and concluding remarks 

That migrants with insecure attachment styles experienced less adaptive acculturation orientations and poorer cross-cultural 
adjustment raises several clinical implications. Insofar as attachment-insecure migrants are encouraged to activate a representation 
of an attachment figure as a secure base during therapy sessions, they may feel safer and more comfortable maintaining their heritage 
culture, adapting their behavior to fit in to the new culture, or reducing negative attitudes toward people in the new culture 
(Mikulincer & Shaver, 2022). Doing so may also increase the felt security and relational adjustment of their partners: for example, 
enhancing the felt security of avoidant individuals may lead them to behave in a warmer and more intimate manner toward their 
partners, whereas anxious individuals may become less controlling of their partner’s exploration of the new cultural environment. 
Furthermore, the receiving society might take further measures to enhance migrants’ security: pursuing a multicultural policy assures 
migrants that they are wanted, valued, and cared for in the new culture, and providing social services (e.g., housing, health care, 
employment) may reduce downstream stress and conflict between partners. Furthermore, our finding that migrants romantically 
involved with a host national experienced an easier cultural transition underscores the benefits of partner visas. To conclude, we 
encourage acculturation researchers, clinicians, and policy-makers to take migrants’ romantic relationship context into greater ac-
count when assessing their acculturation attitudes and adjustment to the new culture. 
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